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 TIP: Check out our GamenBe SDK to get a head start with our unique online graphics technology. SMS-Wars is a turn-based
text-based war game, where you have to command your fleet of tiny submarines against the rest of the world. In a “space-like”

environment there is a space between the planets. It’s a galactic pirate’s dream. Where billions of people are battling for the loot.
Whether it’s the first to destroy an enemy’s outpost or the first to discover a space anomaly. Where the game’s special forces

defend a corrupt merchant ship against hordes of pirate “Raft Raiders”. Where a small fleet of trading ships sails the waters of
the galaxy. When all the land is dead and the seas are empty, what will you be? Just like all the great pirates have, you’re going

to have to develop your abilities, your way of thinking and your understanding of strategy. Remember, there are no rules in SMS-
Wars. You are a hero and your victory depends on how you play. It’s the age of piracy, just add 2, 3 or 4 friends, and let’s start
sinking each others ships, take their loot and collect their bounty. This is a gamen where you can win a new ship in a row, just

for your friends. In SMS-Wars there are no nations, it’s all about the fighting spirit. Will you be the ultimate pirate or be a hero
with your grandest ambitions. If you’re going to have adventures with your friends in this game you will need a powerful base of
operations. The ships are a great way to gain a lot of experience in a short period of time. Every victory in the game counts. Just

like in the real world, the ship is your base and your weapon. This is also the place where you can build up your strength and
your skills. The game requires a lot of strategy, memory and skill. The more battles you play the more you’ll learn. A level up

every now and then, the ship will also get better and better. The game offers a complete package including thousands of pirates,
their ships, a battle arena, millions of quests, stories, missions, decorations, achievements, the ability to communicate with

others, an online community and much more. The game is played in 82157476af
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